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Connect words: Sports

Draw lines from the word to the sentence that is missing the word. The first 
word has been completed for you. Use different pen shades to make the 
lines clearer to follow.

Name:

Class:

Date:

football
_______ is the sport of traveling on a bicycle or 
motorcycle.

badminton
______ is a sport in which participants must travel 
on skis.

baseball
__________ is a game in which points are scored 
by throwing the ball through an elevated 
horizontal hoop.

basketball
________ is a game in which two teams try to get 
a ball into each other's goal.

bowling
_____________ is bodybuilding by exercise that 
involves lifting weights.

cycling
_______ refers to catching fish as a hobby or 
livelihood.

fishing
_______ is a cruel sport involving the pursuit and 
killing or capture of wild animals.

golf
______ is an activity that involves a long walk 
usually for exercise or pleasure.

hiking
_______ is a form of pool played with 15 red balls 
and six balls of other colors and a cue ball.

hockey
A ____ is a game in which one must use as few 
strokes as possible to try and get a ball into a 
hole.

hunting
__________ is a game in which two teams hit an 
inflated ball over a high net using their hands.

skiing
_________ is a game played on a court with light 
long-handled rackets used to volley a shuttlecock 
over a net.

snooker
_____ is an active diversion requiring physical 
exertion and competition.

sport
_______ is a game in which balls are rolled at an 
object or group of objects with the aim of knocking 
them over.

volleyball
________ is a ball game played with a bat and 
ball between two teams of nine players.
______ is a game in which two opposing teams 
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weightlifting use curved sticks try to drive a ball into the other 
team's net.
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